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ANNOUNCEMENTS!
Web Surfin’ Sites to check out :
- http://www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/

solar_system/
- http://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/

html/im0661.html
- http://oposite.stsci.edu/pubinfo/Latest.html
- http://www.boulder.swri.edu/~durda/

research.html
- http://www.patrawlings.com/search.cfm
- http://www.spaceadventures.com
- http://www.glassnebula.com/bbal.html
- http://www.donaldedavis.com/

2001%20addons/AURORA.html
- http://www.spaceweather.com/
- http://www.aint-it-cool-news.com/

display.cgi?id=8504
- http://www.badastronomy.com/
- http://ails.arc.nasa.gov/Images/Space/

ACD94-0494.html
- http://www.mtrobson.com/html/

ice_fields.html
- http://members.nbci.com/echomag/

starbits/index.ht
- http://sca.uwaterloo.ca/~praetzel/  

BC-trip2/Columbia-Ice.html

The Board hereby adopts to sell a copy of our 
color brochure to any member of the IAAA 
who would like one at a cost of $6.50/copy 
(4.40 GBP) which includes the cost of printing, 
envelope, postage and handling.  Payments 
must be received prior to shipping the 
brochure.  This is a very nice document, which 
not only tells what we are about but contains 
many color illustrations of our work.  Please 
direct your orders to Dirk Terrell, at: 
terrell@boulder.swri.edu

Summer Scorcher!

Book of the Month:
“The Art of Chesley Bonestell” by Ron 
Miller and Frederick Durant III, Sterling 
Publications, 2001. Hardcover, 246 
pages, over 300 illustrations, ISBN: 
1855858843 

A photo taken by the SOHO probe shows the roiling surface of 
the Sun as it passes through another solar maximum season.  
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From the Editor-
Hi Gang!   Well, the skies spoke again and again, so who am I to resist?  
We’ve got aurora and sunspots this time, 
next issue should have a special surprise....

Giant dark splotches, some as large as 50,000 miles in diameter, move 
across the surface of the Sun, swirling around, contracting and expanding as 
they go.  These strange and powerful phenomena are known as sunspots.  A 
sunspot is a dark part of the Sun’s surface that is cooler than the surrounding 
area.  It is cooler because a strong magnetic field in the spot inhibits the 
transport of heat via convective motion in the sun.  The magnetic field forms 
below the Sun’s surface and 
extends out into the Sun’s 
corona.  The magnetic field
creates something called
“magnetic pressure.”  The  
concept of gas pressure 
is easy to understand (as 
gas is heated it expands, 
increasing pressure), 
magnetic pressure may be 
a bit more difficult to grasp.  
Think of it like this, you can 
feel magnetic pressure when 
you take two magnets and 
try to force the ends of the 
same polarity together.  They just won’t to go.  That’s magnetic pressure.  
Now, think of a sunspot as a bubble of magnetic pressure surrounded by the 
gas pressure of the Sun’s photosphere.  Outside a sunspot, you have only 
gas pressure, which is regulated by the temperature.  Inside the sunspot you 
have both gas pressure and magnetic field pressure combined.  The 
pressure inside a sunspot must equal the pressure outside it or the spot 
would break up or collapse.  The magnetic pressure inside the sunspot 
allows the gas pressure to remain lower than the areas outside of the 
sunspot.  A lower gas pressure means a cooler temperature, which means a 
darker region.  As everyone knows, temperatures and brightness are linked, 
the hotter something is, the brighter it is, and vice versa, on a geometric 
scale.  So, while sunspots are moderately cooler, they are considerably 
darker.   However, if you could cut out a sunspot and place it in the night sky, 
it would be about as bright as a full moon.  The granular appearance of the 
area outside of the sunspot is the result of convection.  The center of each 
granule is hot material rising from the Sun’s interior, while the edges are 
cooler material sinking downward. Scientists have known for over a 150 
years that sunspots appear in cycles.  The average number of visible 
sunspots varies over time, increasing and decreasing on a regular cycle of 
between 9.5 to 11 years, averaging around 10.8 years.  The part of the cycle 
with low sunspot activity is referred to as "solar minimum" while the portion of 
the cycle with high activity (which we are currently in) is known as "solar 
maximum.“    NASA photo, data source: http://www.exploratorium.edu/sunspots/

Astronomical 
Feature of the Month :

-- SUNSPOTS --

Jon!

Ulysses Studies 
the Sun  By Lynn 
Cook, FIAA
Here Lynn shows the 
Ulysses probe as it 
studies solar flares and 
sun spots during a solar 
maximum.
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Here’s a tip about canvas from Gary Harwood.
What's the difference between linen, cotton canvas and 

synthetic canvas?  Well, as a general rule linen is considered a more 
superior fabric for oils than cotton but it is more expensive.  I prefer it to 
cotton as I find the irregular texture of linen more 'natural' looking than 
cotton.  It also has a higher mechanical strength and recovers from dents 
more readily.  (Actually, this is less of a problem in cotton for the heavier 
weights or smaller sizes -- carefully dampening the reverse of the dented 
area will often restore it.)

If you are just starting out and want to try things out without giving your 
bank manager apoplexy you might want to check out a reasonable weight 
cotton canvas (usually referred to as "cotton duck") but don't go below a 12 
oz weight.  A tightly woven high grade 15 oz weight will give you a very 
stable surface (more so if you want to go 'large') and won't break the bank.  
If it's at all possible try to inspect it before you buy, as it is prone to flaws and 
all sorts of vegetable matter being caught in the weave.

If you want to go the whole hog and opt for linen it's a good idea to also 
inspect this before you buy -- hold it up to the light and check that the warp 
and weft are made from fibers of equal thickness.  Any major differences 
can cause problems such as cracking.  Look at the openness of the weave 
as a canvas with too 'open‘ a weave will probably be weak and 
unpredictable if you going to prime it yourself.  Again, the denser the weave 
and greater the number of threads per inch, the more stable the surface.

If you intend to do the priming yourself (I buy my canvas already primed, 
off the roll) be aware that linen in particular is prone to shrinkage and 
shouldn't be over stretched but attached loosely to the stretcher prior to 
sizing.  The force of shrinkage with linen is so great that it might break the 
stretcher!  Also, consider at that stage using thumbtacks for securing if you 
are using acrylic sizes and priming -- the fabric tends to relax a little and will 
require re-stretching later at which time it should be safe to use tacks and 
staples.

ART TIPSART TIPS WORKSHOP 2001! From Jackie Burns

ASTRIUM (3 - 6 September): Don’t forget folks, the next workshop is 
planned to visit Astrium UK a satellite manufacturer based in Stevenage, 
England.  They are offering a series of guided tours around their premises, 
with access to key personnel, to observe the creative and hardware process 
of satellite manufacturing.  Around these guided tours will be time set aside 
for sketching and photography, with access to a quiet and secure area 
where we can also paint.  This will be a 'nuts and bolts' type of workshop, 
aimed at stimulating anyone who is interested in painting space hardware. 
The fee for the workshop will be 30 £ for Artist and Fellow members, 35 £ 
for Associate members, and 40 £ for non-IAAA members (accommodation, 
car hire and museum fees not included).  Send your workshop fee to me in 
sterling only, any bank charges pre-paid.  Please make checks out to 
“Jackie E. Burns”, at No.1 Park Side, Fort William Road, Vange, Basildon, 
Essex, SS16 5JX.  If you have any queries about this workshop, please do 
not hesitate to email me at jackie@burns-arts.demon.co.uk - or telephone 
me at 44 1268 551 308. 

Kudos Korner
- Two prolific IAAA artists have made quite an impact in the June Sky & 
Telescope.  Bill Hartmann is featured in David Levy's column "Star Trails" with 
a piece entitled "A Marriage of Science and Art."  The IAAA is also mentioned.  
Bill can be seen painting his mural at the Chabot Science Center, and the 
article features another of Bill's pictures relating to his and Don Davis's theory 
of the formation of the Moon (also discussed in the text).  Lynette Cook has 
three illustrations for an article by Govert Schilling on Epsilon Eridani.  One 
spans two pages.  Is there no stopping this woman?  The HD 209458 transit 
picture reprises yet again.  Editors sure seem to love that picture....
- Not to be outdone, Dave Hardy has a Mars montage on the cover of the 
latest ASTRONOMY NOW

Aurora  By David A. Hardy, FIAA
Recently Dave was lucky enough to go on a cruise to Norway for the 
sole purpose of watching aurora.  His quest was successful, resulting 
in this painting. 
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Space art has been a hobby of mine for a 
considerable time and my main hobby since 

the mid 1990s.  I became interested in astronomy at a very early age in the 
mid 1970s and also liked drawing and painting.  As a teenager I subsequently 
became interested in computers and also computer graphics after seeing 
James Blinn's animations of the Voyager Jupiter and Saturn flybys.  Following 
this I played with relatively primitive computer graphics from time to time until 
the early/mid 1990s.  At that time personal computers had become powerful 
enough to do something really interesting and the WWW 'explosion‘ also 
made it easier to get lots of new ideas and made it possible to get various 
data (planetary maps, spacecraft images etc.).  I then started developing a 3D 
renderer to generate realistic renderings of the planets/satellites.  This 
renderer is unusual in that it uses theoretical functions from the planetary 
sciences literature which approximate how solar system bodies reflect and 
scatter light.  I have also made planetary maps by processing several hundred 
Voyager and Galileo images.  In addition, I have been making computer 
models of planetary spacecraft.  As the above suggests everything I 'paint' is 
done on a computer.  My main interest in astronomy is the solar system so I 
do renderings of planets, satellites and spacecraft like Voyager, Galileo and 
Cassini.  I usually try making the renderings as realistic as possible (using my 
own definition and taste of "realistic!") although I occasionally post-process 
the renderings in Photoshop or otherwise 'cheat' in the name of artistic 
license.  In addition to astronomy and space art I am interested in various 
other sciences (although less so), nature, chess, computers and mountain 
hiking.  On the professional side, I have a BS in computer science and work 
as a programmer.  I live in Gardabaer, a town near Iceland's capital Reykjavik.

Profile: Bjorn Jonsson The Holodeck model also indicates that, if the observer flew directly up to 
the edge of the nebula, it would look dimmer yet, since a "horizon" would 
result where only a portion of the nebula's surface (and its emitted light) could 
be seen, but distributed over a nearly 180 degree forward field of view!

The model also shows that from inside the nebula, the situation would be 
still worse!  The observer's ship would be surrounded by the nebula's light, 
distributed 360 degrees around in every direction.  Thus, the full light-emitting 
thickness of the nebula would no longer be observed as from the outside 
looking in.  The density of the light-emitting nebular gas would thus be 
"thinned out" in every line of sight direction, thereby reducing the apparent 
light flux and thus the perceived surface density.  Besides, every Starfleet 
officer knows that sensors are non-operational in a nebula!  So our observer 
heads for home, really bummed out for wasting the whole day on an 875 light 
year wild goose chase!
WELL, I STILL DON'T LIKE IT!  DID YOU CHECK YOUR MATH?  HMMMM?

I arrived at the above conclusions "as is," but went back and checked my 
math against that convoluted equation of which astronomers are so fond:

M = m + 5 - 5log(d)
Where M is absolute magnitude of an object; m is its apparent magnitude 

from a distance d; and d is measured in parsecs.  Even though one must drag 
around cumbersome logs and parsecs and magnitudes, it was borne out that 
half the distance to an object only increases its brightness by a factor of 4, 
and at 1/4 the distance the brightness increases by a factor of 16.  So this 
demented astronomical idiosyncrasy simply appears to be a roundabout way 
of employing the inverse-square law.  You learn something new every day!

Since it can be easily shown that the tangent of a visual half-angle varies 
linearly as the inverse of the distance (i.e. the adjacent side of the angle), it is 
a straightforward conclusion that the angular area of an object varies 
inversely as the square of the distance, offsetting the inverse-square 
brightening, and thereby result in a constant surface brightness irrespective 
of distance from the object.

The counter-intuitive conclusion follows that nebulae have intrinsically low 
surface brightness, and if seen from a near position, a nebula would not 
display any more color than that which could be seen at a great distance, 
unless intervening dust or some other interfering factor could be determined 
to diminish the brightness of the observed object.  In other words, no 
spacefarer can ever hope to see a cosmic vista approaching the neon bright 
nebulae seen in time-exposure photographs and artworks commonly 
depicted in the astronomical literature, unless such vivid colors could be 
detected visually from Earth.

I appreciate that some will not be comfortable with the conclusion that 
nebulae and other fuzzies will forever appear faint and gray as seen from any 
distance near or far.  Nevertheless, I encourage everyone to continue to paint 
whatever subjects they enjoy and to derive the satisfaction, monetary and 
otherwise that follows from this pursuit!

Clear Skies!  Jay Ryan

Crackle  
By Jon Ramer
Inspired by the 
giant solar storms 
during the last solar 
maximum in 1989.  
Painted a couple of 
years later from 
reference photos.  
The title is derived 
from the sound that 
really powerful 
aurora often make, 
a dry sizzle or 
crackle in the sky.
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How the heck did they do THAT!?!
In honor of the year, I’ve located a great little source with 
the secrets of how Stanley Kubrick filmed his masterpiece, 
“2001: A Space Odyssey.”  If you’ve ever wondered how 
some of those incredible shots were made, each issue this 
year will detail a little of the magic behind the camera.

How did Dave and Frank manage to appear in the same scene despite 
being positioned at right angles to each other?
One of the most entertaining shots of the movie!  Frank in foreground sits at the 
Discovery control panel while Dave behind, taking notes, appears to be standing 
at right angles to Frank.  So simple!  Have them at opposite ends of an L-
shaped set with a mirror set at the correct angle.

SURFACE BRIGHTNESS OF NEBULAE
Okay friends, though the following explanation is a bit long-winded, it should be 
quite interesting and hopefully educational.  As someone who struggled through 
math class, I've tried to move slowly through the subject, so that anyone not 
experienced with the subject matter would be able to keep the thread.  Enjoy...

It should be appreciated that galaxies, nebulae and other so-called "deep sky 
objects" have an intrinsically low surface brightness.  Seen with the naked eye 
or through a modest amateur telescope, these objects appear faint and gray, 
though some observers insist that slight hints of washed-out color can be seen.  
This is because the visible light of the objects is not bright enough to activate the 
observer's color vision, but is only perceived on the observer's "night vision."   
The vivid colors seen in astro-photographs are the result of an accumulation of 
light on a photosensitive film, taken over a long period of time.  

As far as I understand the term as used in astronomy, "surface brightness" 
means "the brightness of the surface" of a celestial object.  This term suggests a 
measure of the quantity of *light flux* emitted from the object, but distributed 
over the entire apparent *angular area* of the object.  So you could think of 
"surface brightness" as the total amount of emitted light divided by the apparent 
angular area of the object.
SO WHAT THE HECK IS ANGULAR AREA?

To offer an intuitive example, let's suppose one is viewing from a distance an 
object that is perfectly square.  Imagine a line emanating from the observer's 
eye to the top of the square.  Suppose a similar line emanates from the eye to 
the bottom of the square so that a triangle is formed with the apex of the triangle 
at the observer's eye.  The angle of the apex, i.e. the angle spanning the two 
lines, is the angular "height" of the square from top to bottom.  Making a similar 
angle from the left to the right sides of the square yields the angular "width" of 
the square.

As is true in regular everyday measurement with a ruler, the "angular area" of 
this square is the height multiplied by the width.  If these angles were measured 
to be one degree, the square would have an angular area of 1*1=1 square 
degree.  If the square was two degrees on a side, the angular area would be 
2*2=4 square degrees, and so on.

As a practical example of "angular area," the Sun and full Moon are circular 
objects that (from Earth) each appear to be 1/2 degree in angular diameter.  So 
the "angular area" of the Sun and Moon would be about 0.2 square degrees 
(according to the formula for a circle, "pi" times "r" squared, where "r" is the 
radius of the circle, 1/2 the diameter).  For elliptical objects like galaxies, the 
standard formulae for calculating the area of an ellipse would be applied.  Other 
more involved methods would be applied for irregular objects.

The angular size is a way of determining the apparent size of an object seen 
from a distance, not its actual "ruler-measured size."  This is a technique used to 
quantify the commonly observed fact that nearer objects appear larger and more 
distant objects appear smaller.  However, if you know the size of the object, you
continued next page...

SURFACE BRIGHTNESS continued...
So our observer friend gets into the spaceship and flies toward the 

nebula.  The observer stops at a distance of 500 light years to take a look, 
half the distance to the nebula from the Earth.  As would have been 
expected from the inverse-square law, the nebula now appears four times 
as bright  (since 1/r^2 = 1/(1/2)^2 = 4). But here's the rub -- the observer 
also notices that the angular width is double what it was on Earth.  It now 
appears to be 2 degrees.  Same for the angular height.  Since the nebula is 
a square, the angular area of the nebula is now 2*2 = 4 square degrees.  So 
the nebula is four times as bright but it's also four times as large!  Since the 
area increases in proportion to the brightness, the overall surface brightness 
is the same as was seen from Earth!

But our observer slept through trig class and had high expectations from 
a steady diet of space art and Hubble photos and thus didn't understand 
why the nebula still looked gray and fuzzy.  So the ship flies to 250 light 
years from the nebula, only 1/4 of the distance to the Earth.  The nebula is  
looking really bright since it is 16 times brighter than would be seen from the 
Earth -- but it's four times as large on each side, or 16 times bigger in area!  
Again, same surface brightness, none of the expected "Hubble colors."

So our friend keeps going to only 125 light years away, 1/8 the distance 
between the nebula and Earth.  Now, the nebula is 64 times the brightness 
as seen from Earth.  Since the ship left space dock right after breakfast, our 
observer finally takes the time to read the morning paper by the light of the 
nebula, since it now shines so brightly.  No doubt this nebula has for 
thousands of years haunted the mythology of the skies of the nearby worlds!  
But since it is now has 64 times the angular area, the dang thing is plenty 
bright, but the surface brightness hasn't changed a whit, still gray and fuzzy!

After consulting the ship's computer and modeling the phenomenon on 
the Holodeck using data from Astrometrics, the observer finally realizes that 
this process will be extrapolated at even closer distances, and no increase 
in surface brightness will be observed, no matter how close the approach.
continued next page...



So anyway, the inverse-square law simply quantifies the commonly 
observed fact that, the closer you are to a light source, the brighter it 
appears.  However, the inverse-square law presumes the ideal case of a 
"point source," i.e. a light source that has no apparent angular dimension, so 
that all the light flux appears to radiate from an infinitesimal geometric 
singularity (some "Trek" lingo for you!)

An ideal point source does not actually occur in nature, but the closest we 
can come to it is in observing stars.  Most stars are so bright and so far 
away that no disc can be discerned from our terrestrial vantage point.  So 
they can be treated as point sources for most practical purposes, such as 
star testing a telescope.  And since it does follow that stars would get 
brighter and brighter in magnitude as one would approach them, "surface 
brightness" would not become an issue until coming sufficiently close that a 
stellar disc could be resolved.

Well, no other light-emitting or reflecting objects in nature are point 
sources, and that includes the nebulae at issue.  And it is here that our 
intuition about brightness perception departs from reality.  Magnitude 
measurements are given for nebulae, but these presume to integrate the 
entire light emission from the nebula to treat it as through it were a point 
source with no angular size.  Two nebulae might be given as fifth 
magnitude, but one may appear to have twice the angular area as the other.  
Thus, the larger nebula will appear much more faint, i.e. having a much 
lower surface brightness, since the same amount of light is spread out over 
a larger area of emission.
SO WHY AM I READING ALL THIS CRAP?  BRING IT HOME, CHUMP!

Now let's just suppose, for the sake of illustrating my point, that there was 
a nebula in space at 1000 light years distance that was naked-eye visible 
from the Earth.  Let's suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that this nebula 
was perfectly square and appeared 1 degree on a side, so that it's angular 
area was one square degree.  Suppose this nebula looked gray and fuzzy to 
the naked eye and through telescopes, but time-exposure photos showed it 
to appear in beautiful shades of red, blue and green.  Now suppose Rick 
Sternbach was able to whip up a warp-capable starship that would allow an 
observer to approach this nebula, in order to view it "up close."  It follows 
from the inverse-square law that this nebula would grow brighter and 
brighter as the observer drew closer.  Intuition would then suggest that the 
surface brightness of the nebula would also increase to the level where the 
observer's color perception would be activated, and the bright, vivid neon 
colors of the nebula would be visible to our observer with the naked eye.
continued next page...

SURFACE BRIGHTNESS continued...

can use simple trigonometry to derive its distance by measuring its angular 
size.  And if you know the distance, you can derive the size the same way.  
This is what surveyors do on the land.  Similar techniques are used to 
measure objects in the sky, and the sizes and distances of the Sun, Moon, 
planets, nebulae and galaxies are derived in this way.  
THAT WAS BORING AS ALL GET OUT, DOES THIS ACTUALLY HAVE 
SOMETHING TO DO WITH LIGHT FLUX AND SURFACE BRIGHTNESS?

Back in my physics degree program, we learned about the famous "inverse-
square law."  This rule derives from Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation of 
F=G*m(1)*m(2)/r^2.  In plain English, this says "there exists a force of 
attraction between bodies in space proportional to the products of their 
masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance of their 
separation."  The inverse-square law is also found to apply *inter alia* to the 
strengths of electric and magnetic fields.  The inverse-square law also applies 
to light flux.  Suppose you see a flashbulb go off at a certain brightness at a 
certain distance from the camera.  If you stand at twice that distance, you will 
observe the flashbulb to have a light flux of only 1/4 of what you measured at 
the first distance, since the inverse square of 2 is 1/(2)^2 = 1/4.  At four times 
the original distance, the light flux would be 1/16 and so on.  To visualize this 
natural law, it might be helpful to imagine the flash from the camera as an 
expanding sphere of light.  (This is the common depiction shown in textbooks.)  
At distances nearer to the camera, the sphere of light would be small (since 
the radius of the sphere would be the small distance between you and the 
camera) and at greater distances the sphere would be larger.

If you are close to the flash, your eye would therefore intercept a larger 
section of the surface area of the sphere than would happen if you were 
further away, and you would thus perceive more light flux (and therefore 
greater brightness).  The area of a sphere is proportional to the square of the 
radius, thus the light flux (or amount of light per unit area) is proportional to the 
inverse of the square of the radius.  

76

Aurora Planet  By Mark A. Garlick
If you like watching aurora, you'd love it here.  This is a planet in a 
close orbit around one of the stars in the RS Canum Venaticorum 
binary.   Each star has gigantic episodes of magnetic activity that 
create huge starspots, some of which have actually been imaged.


